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Fugitive Denim: A Moving Story of People and Pants in the Borderless World
of Global Trade 2009-04-20
a fascinating chronicle of the 55 billion a year global denim industry david futrelle los angeles times rachel louise snyder reports
from the far reaches of the multi billion dollar denim industry in search of the people who make your clothes from a cotton picker
in azerbaijan to a cambodian seamstress a denim maker in italy to a fashion designer in new york snyder captures the human
environmental and political forces at work in a complex and often absurd world neither polemic nor prescription fugitive denim
captures what it means to work in the twenty first century

Wild New World: The Epic Story of Animals and People in America
2022-10-25
one of kirkus review s best nonfiction books of 2022 a deep time history of animals and humans in north america by the best
selling and award winning author of coyote america in 1908 near folsom new mexico a cowboy discovered the remains of a herd
of extinct giant bison by examining flint points embedded in the bones archeologists later determined that a band of humans
had killed and butchered the animals 12 450 years ago this discovery vastly expanded america s known human history but also
revealed the long standing danger homo sapiens presented to the continent s evolutionary richness distinguished author dan
flores s ambitious history chronicles the epoch in which humans and animals have coexisted in the wild new world of north
america a place shaped both by its own grand evolutionary forces and by momentous arrivals from asia africa and europe with
portraits of iconic creatures such as mammoths horses wolves and bison flores describes the evolution and historical ecology of
north america like never before the arrival of humans precipitated an extraordinary disruption of this teeming environment flores
treats humans not as a species apart but as a new animal entering two continents that had never seen our likes before he shows
how our long past as carnivorous hunters helped us settle america initially establishing a coast to coast culture that lasted
longer than the present united states but humanity s success had devastating consequences for other creatures in telling this
epic story flores traces the origins of today s sixth extinction to the spread of humans around the world tracks the story of a
hundred centuries of native america explains how old world ideologies precipitated 400 years of market driven slaughter that
devastated so many ancient american species and explores the decline and miraculous recovery of species in recent decades in
thrilling narrative style informed by genomic science evolutionary biology and environmental history flores celebrates the
astonishing bestiary that arose on our continent and introduces the complex human cultures and individuals who hastened its
eradication studied america s animals and moved heaven and earth to rescue them eons in scope and continental in scale wild
new world is a sweeping yet intimate big history of the animal human story in america

The Story of the Origins of the Bura/Pabir People of Northeast Nigeria 2014
a synopsis of the bura project the three major rationale for writing this book are primarily to through the study of african
language family groups trace the origin of the tribe to a more specific location rather than the diffused response of from the east
secondly to investigate why and how the word pabir babur came on the scene referring to a separate ethnic group different or
the same as the bura and thirdly to document some of the vanishing bura cultural practices and deeds for example what their
beliefs are their marriage practices local industries and what they do to pass time it is my strong belief that the first objective is
accomplished through our analysis and presentation of the proto afro asiatic linguistic family classification group and its
subgroup the proto chadic of which the biu mandara forms a sub branch through a systemic and vigorous study of the
classification of the different languages comprising this proto family of languages and its sub branches we are able to assert that
the bura people were among many other ethnic groups part of a group whose origin can be traced to the levant region of south
west asia and the middle east they belong to the group that forms back to africa migration this is because modern genetic
studies of languages indicate that they re the only group that have traces of y chromosome belonging to haplogroup r1b r v88 in
africa but found mainly in asia and europe after tracing the influences of the powerful kanem ca 700 1376 and later bornu
kanem 1380 1893 empires around the lake chad region as well as the kingdom of mandara founded in about 1459 i e end of the
15th century in what is today modern cameroon on the inhabitants of the region we conclude a chaotic period of migrations and
wars including trade in slaves it is through this prism that we notice the emergence of the founder of the woviri dynasty of biu
through his failure to win the maiship of bornu he moved to mandara and then the plateau of biu with some of his followers or
relatives being a student of history abdulahi or who later became yamta ra wala attempted to replicate what the kanembu were
able to do among the local people they conquered some centuries earlier they created an ethnicity and language called kanuri
yamta ra wala succeeded somewhat but wasn t able to completely conquer the bura people and turn them in his new ethnic
vision instead the buras went to the hills to fight him the next day the new breed he created he called pabir or babur as the
hausa would call them the myth of who yamta ra wala is has for the present eclipsed historians and would probably continue for
some time to come as for the bura most have down the hill tops and mountains and the pabir they have never been closer than
today today for all practical purposes they are one and the same ethnic group they ve intermingled more than any two
previously separated groups their vocabulary phonology and cultural practices have fused into one in most instances

Story of People -1 2023-07-19
this book the1st one in series collected life experience of 30 people from bible and secular world each one s life is a story their
experiences are valuable to us emphasis is put on each person s life experience hope it will help readers better plan their lives
our world has two value systems secular and god in secular value system people respect wealth prestige power and success in
god s value system people respect god s teaching and salvation when a person died his her secular value vanished but his her
spirit will face god s judgement confucius said when three persons walk together there are some things for us to learn select the
good ones to follow and the bad ones as our warning the comment in this book for each person is from a christian s point of view

Wisdom of the Yawo People. Yawo Proverbs and Stories 2006
wisdom of the yawo people is a collection of traditional proverbs and stories from the yawo people of south eastern africa the
literature contains deep wisdom rooted in african soil which will be applicable to people everywhere the proverbs are told in both
the yawo language and english and reveal the end result of greed laziness and pride they also promote the value of welcoming
strangers belonging and being respectful each proverb and story is accompanied by a short interpretation and illustration
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THE MARY FRANCES STORY BOOK - 37 Illustrated Stories among the Story
People 2018-08-30
all the stories in this book contain lessons they teach something about cooking and sewing knitting and crocheting housekeeping
and gardening and first aid and tell a story too but the mary frances story book is all story in fact 37 exquisitely illustrated
stories jane eyre fryer has drawn these stories from many sources and retold them in her way on a summer afternoon mary
frances took a holiday and sailed away across the blue water to an island an island formed by the top of a coral mountain resting
in a sea of blue a brighter blue than the water anywhere in the world the island itself and the roofs of the houses were coral
white with palm banana and mahogany tree encased in green the breezes that blew are the warm soft breezes of the southern
sun this island is the enchanted island of the good story tellers which mary frances and now all children are allowed to visit the
story people who live there believed in truth and beauty and courage and kindness and these are the theme of all their stories
as may be imagined when mary frances came home she had not only one but many new stories to tell and they are now written
in this book this volume is sure to keep you and your young ones enchanted for hours if not because of the quantity then their
quality they will have you coming back for more time and again keywords tags fairy tales folklore myths legends children s
stories childrens stories bygone era fairydom fairy kingdom ethereal fairy land classic stories children s bedtime stories happy
place happiness laughter sea shore ferry pirate s cat the lost story land ahoy old witch iron chain curtain search find chase
punishment the bubble story anon first day mischievous anna peter diamonds toads macé s fairy tales magic necklace cat
carrots brahmin tiger jackal hindu folk tales red dragon poems crow twins tiny adventures in tiny town lock up adopt discover
fire adventures saves baby life shopping mother second day magic mask closing door maud lindsay tom well neil forest gloomy
gus christmas cat alfred westfall patty pitcher crowquill s magic circle wonderful pitcher well dressed stranger trouble third day
sir galahad sir thomas malory king arthur knights of the round table order of knighthood the sword in the stone perilous seat the
sword of balin le savage quest holy grail white shield red cross sir launcelot sir percival attack gentlewoman mysterious ship
sword of the strange belt risk knight in white armor achieves quest bears across the sea passing of sir galahad sir bors camelot
sir launfal james russell lowell fourth day music bewitched hartley richards bob three foes father pan revenge ann catch a thief
daisy gilbert john margaret paton among savages grace e craig strange guest washington irving spectre bridegroom wedding
feast midnight music robert of sicily henry w longfellow man without a country edward everett hale your flag my flag wilbur d
nesbit last story island cricket on the hearth charles dickens chirp first peerybingles caleb plummer tackleton dot upset bertha
blind girl father eyes carrier cart party shadow on the hearth listen to the cricket blame confess deceit returns to life unexpected
return home goodbye mary frances come again

Sexuality and the Stories of Indigenous People 2007
first person accounts of takatāpui men and women which include poetry prose and deeply personal narratives

Stories of the People of the Past 2018-04-26
this book makes mention about some other stories and incidents from the qur an and ahadeeth that have taken place in
previous times apart from the lives of the prophets this includes those stories that took place between the time of jesus and
muhammad may peace be upon them the period of ignorance al jahiliyyah these have all occurred before the lifetime of the
prophet muhammad s wherever necessary the views and opinions of other notable scholars of islam has also been recorded this
ebook is compiled utilizing some of the highest quality and best standards of formatting in order to preserve and distinguish the
layout of the ebook it is an excellent work which caters for a large audience of the english speaking world and can be read by
virtually all age groups guaranteed to be enjoyed by all those who read it contents of the book about this book 01 the story of
dhul qarnayn 02 the story of the companions of the cave 03 the story of a believer and a disbeliever 04 the story of the owners
of the garden 05 the story of the sabbath breakers 06 the story of luqman 07 the story of the companions of the pit 08 the story
of three infants who spoke in the cradle 09 the story of barsisa 10 the story of three men who were locked in a cave 11 the story
of the blind the leper and the bald 12 the story of the genealogy of the arabs 13 the story of saba 14 the story of rabi a and the
two soothsayers 15 the story of sayf ibn dhu yazaan 16 the story of al saatirun 17 the story of the sons of isma eel as and the ka
bah 18 the story of amr ibn luhayy 19 the story of khalid ibn sinaan the alleged prophet 20 the story of haatim al ta i 21 the
story of abdullah ibn jud aan 22 the story of imru al qays ibn hujr al kindi 23 the story of umayya ibn abu al salt al thaqafee 24
the story of quss ibn sa eeda al iyaadi 25 the story of ka b ibn lu ayy 26 the story of zayd ibn amr ibn nufayl 27 the story of as ad
abu karib 28 the story of abraha and aryaat 29 the story of abdul muttalib the zamzam well and his son s marriage to aamina
visit our ebook store at payhip com idpebooks contact us at islamicdigitalpublishing gmail com

Short Story Press Presents Dead People's Letters 2012-10-26
short story press presents dead people s letters by matthew kilpatrick dead people s letters is a story that should appeal to fans
of ghosts and zombies as well as fans of fyodor dostoevsky s classic works it not only places the undead in the middle of 19th
century russia but also makes them the central characters of the story and also good friends with one another dead people s
letters is a complex and layered story that examines the relationship between the body and the soul and where one leaves off
and the other begins the differing physical and mental natures of men and women the theme of obsession and being the object
of another s obsession the theme of desperation and deciding what one is willing to do in order to become free of a tormentor
the letters between ivan pavelovich and philippa pytrovna tell the story of both characters and how though each is dealing with
their own problems their plight eventually becomes a shared one and they realize that only the two of them truly understand
each other s situation and they can only rely on one another for help guidance and solace they also learn that it is only through
one another that they can escape from their seemingly doomed existence short story press publishes short stories written by
everyday writers

Strange Stories from History for Young People 2019-09-25
reproduction of the original strange stories from history for young people by george cary eggleston
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Poetic Stories About the People of the Sun and of the Soul 2011-05-04
in the army i often wrote letters for my fellow comrades for a price they would tell me the story and i would put them in words it
was a good hustle for me to make a little extra money i would write poems for their ladies or wives for special occasions you
know i liked doing it but i never did make copies to keep for myself now the education system was a very pleasant experience
until about the sixth grade for me when i learned that black people were slaves to white people in our social studies classes that
was a defining moment for my educational experience because of the way it was taught it really threw me for a loop as i went
home crying to my mother but she explained to me that the truth if you will seek you will find and that will make you free but
from then on i lost some faith in the american education system as i learned later in life it was all based upon the theory of white
supremacy for the facts that lead to truth were purposely left out of the mix to deprive black people of their righteous place in
history and robbed white people of their truth in history the school system was one of the two major vehicles by which the white
people claimed themselves as superior and the black people as inferior the other was religion and together as a double edge
sword they still continue to put enmity between the different peoples and cultures of the world i did not give up on my learning
experience and started to read other materials such as magazines comics and biographies of great men of color especially
sports figures but the number one thing that i used to learn how to read better was the sports page of the l a times i would read
that section from front page to back page every morning before school but in school poetry was my most favored reading i liked
the rythming of words as well as the message i think it was related to another love of mine as a child and that was music and
dancing it didn t take long for me memorize the lyrics of a song as we danced along singing aloud as if we were endowed with a
gift from heaven above with that special kind of love that was the ultimate fun as a young man growing up to meet the girls to
write little poems to your girlfriends was what i liked most the poetry of greeting cards was my cup of tea after my education
experience on our family festivities and celebrations i would add my own poems to the cards on these occasions the family and
friends always seemed to like them so very much always complimenting and encouraging me to write more but i did not pursue
poetry much as i continued my quest for facts in pursuit of truth when my marriage ended in divorce in the early 1980s it was
music and poetry that brought joy and peace within that s when my writing of poetry increased and my perspective about other
things expanded as a single man again it was very interesting living the single life now i have been married for 18 years living
the family life called the american dream with grand children and all the wrappings and trappings that go with it but i don t mind
one little bit because most of us should be graceful for the material life this land has produced despite its inequities for the
horizon does not look as favorable for our future generations that must cope with the mess we have left for them in the physical
mental and spiritual planes of life

Specific Person Stories 2023-12-27
lawrence bartell experienced many strange events over the course of his long life at least partly because he deliberately strayed
far from the beaten path in science while it might not have been the most efficient way to gain a reputation in his field it was
more fun in his memoir he presents a collection of entertaining sometimes bizarre stories collected over a lifetime bartell
chronicles a wide variety of experiences such as his predisposition to indulge in childhood pranks his arrest as a possible russian
spy his work on the manhattan project his entry into the guinness book of records his stint in the us navy during wartime and his
appointment as visiting professor in moscow during the height of the cold war as he recalls the curious and often bizarre true
stories he acquired over a lifetime it soon becomes evident that scientists are just as human as anyone else and that beer really
can play an important role in preparing one for a phd thesis true stories of strange events and odd people shares details from a
scientist s one of a kind journey through life as he observes the world around him tests his theories and learns valuable life
lessons

True Stories of Strange Events and Odd People 2014
fate has its way of letting seemingly simple things irrevocably alter the course of people s lives this is what larry bulger the hero
in peter robinson s new novel my story in the philippines in first person discovers at 30 years old larry is enjoying the rewards
that his life and career in the engineering industry brought him when he signs a contract to work overseas in the philippines he
has no idea that the decision will propel him on his first true adventure and inextricably change his life from the bustling urban
maze work of manila the country s capital to the mesmerizing chocolate hills of bohol to the anxiety ridden streets of basilan
larry s voyage will be riddled with excitement new discoveries intriguing personalities and unexpectedly danger as larry
becomes immersed in the unique culture and life he also becomes enmeshed in perilous circumstances he never thought were
possible soon larry will realize some enlightening truths about himself peopled by richly drawn characters my story in the
philippines in first person unfolds to an adventure of a lifetime and a window into an enchantingly exotic world

My Story in the Philippines in First Person 2012-06-21
is your company a storyteller or a storydoer the old way to market a business was storytelling but in today s world simply
communicating your brand s story in the hope that customers will listen is no longer enough instead your authentic brand must
be evident in every action the organization undertakes today s most successful businesses are storydoers these companies
create products and services that from the very beginning are manifestations of an authentic and meaningful story one told
primarily through action not advertising in true story creative executive ty montague argues that any business regardless of size
or industry can embrace the principles of storydoing indeed our best run companies from small start ups to global
conglomerates organize around a coherent narrative that is then broadcast through every action they take from product design
to customer service to marketing montague shows why storydoing firms are nimble more adaptive to change and more
efficiently run businesses montague is a founder of the growth consultancy co collective and the former president and cco of j
walter thompson the largest advertising agency in north america he brings his depth of creative business experience to the book
and provides a clear framework and proven process for bringing you and your customers together in the creation of your brand
story montague introduces five critical elements what he calls the the four truths and the action map that are the foundation of
storydoing the participants your customers partners and employees the protagonist your company today the stage the world
around your business the quest your driving ambition and contribution to the world your action map the actions that will make
your story real for participants the book is filled with examples of how forward thinking organizations including red bull shaklee
grind toms shoes and news corporation are effectively using storydoing to transform their organizations and drive extraordinary
results
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Little Did She Know - First-Person Stories From 9/11 2013
a collection of short stories that bend the mind pull the heartstrings and explore the eternal questions of existence originally
published as videos seen by millions on robert pantano s popular youtube channel pursuit of wonder the hidden story of every
person contains thirty one of pantano s short fiction stories including the nova effect the last thought you ll ever have and the
beginning end of humanity the collection offers wide ranging reimaginations of reality both familiar and distant comfortable and
unsettling each story probing into different science and philosophically driven themes including the essence of self the nature of
reality the role of chance in life the implications of technology humanity s place in the cosmos the experience of anxiety regret
compassion and much more the stories contained have been re edited and improved since their original publications in video
form but broadly remain consistent

True Story 2021-05-26
avid gamers love to recount their most exciting exploits in online play especially their moments of greatest challenge skill and
luck this is a collection of fifty such war stories from the battlefields of the internet fifty accounts of valiant struggles glorious
victories and sometimes of overwhelming defeat

The Hidden Story of Every Person 2013-02-09
an astonishing debut ten stories that explore and reveal american childhood in all its glory hope and conflict in short people we
encounter among many others jason and billy best friends who discover by the age of six how to conquer the world only to see
this idyll then shatter before them shawn whose baptism compels him to make life a holy hell for everyone around him and evan
who finds that his pursuit of a boy scout merit badge is luring him into uncharted social territory in the meantime an agonized
couple exhausts their expectations for their own kids with an aftermath that afflicts them all there s also mary whose sixteenth
birthday precipitates an adulthood she is scarcely prepared to enter and emmy who began that same transition when she was
only twelve finally and perhaps most harrowingly is the nurse who with eerie prescience delivers so many babies to their destiny
in a remarkable display of imagination and compassion joshua furst reconstrues our preconceptions about innocence purity faith
and memory through an unflinching pitch perfect gaze with both authority and originality each new story enhances a collection
whose importance is thoroughly contemporary and at once hilarious and heartbreaking

First Person: War Stories from Gamespace 2003
the bell system dominated telecommunications in the united states and canada for most of the twentieth century but its
monopoly was not inevitable in the decades around 1900 ordinary citizens farmers doctors small town entrepreneurs established
tens of thousands of independent telephone systems stringing their own wires to bring this new technology to the people
managed by opportunists and idealists alike these small businesses were motivated not only by profit but also by the promise of
open communication as a weapon against monopoly capital and for protection of regional autonomy as the bell empire grew
independents fought fiercely to retain control of their local networks and companies a struggle with an emerging corporate giant
that has been almost entirely forgotten the people s network reconstructs the story of the telephone s contentious beginnings
exploring the interplay of political economy business strategy and social practice in the creation of modern north american
telecommunications drawing from government documents in the united states and canada independent telephone journals and
publications and the archives of regional bell operating companies and their rivals robert macdougall locates the national
debates over the meaning use and organization of the telephone industry as a turning point in the history of information
networks the competing businesses represented dueling political philosophies regional versus national identity and local versus
centralized power although independent telephone companies did not win their fight with big business they fundamentally
changed the way telecommunications were conceived

Short People 2014-01-08
this second book of the real magic series continues to explore the ancient hermetic teachings as a mental art the art of using
consciousness itself as the tool for creating changes in consciousness what does the hermetic axiom as above so below really
mean the relationship between macrocosm above and microcosm below is the key to the hermetic teachings macrocosm refers
to the eternal reality of light the realm of god microcosm is its reflection a fragmentation of light the world of human existence
and human ego the core of the hermetic teachings for centuries has been focused on transforming the fragmented body of light
in human consciousness and uniting below with above

The People's Network 2010-02-24
reproduction of the original

RADICAL LIGHT 2023-04-26
in leading at a higher level updated edition blanchard and his colleagues bring together everything they ve learned about world
class leadership you ll discover how to create targets and visions based on the triple bottom line and make sure people know
who you are where you re going and the values that will guide your journey from start to finish this book extends blanchard s
breakthrough work on delivering legendary customer service creating raving fans and building partnerships for performance that
empower everyone who works for and with you updated throughout this new edition contains two powerful important new
chapters one on coaching to create higher level leaders and another on creating a higher level culture throughout your
organization it also offers the definitive most up to date techniques for leading yourself individuals teams and entire
organizations most importantly it will help you dig deep within discover the personal leadership point of view all great leaders
possess and apply it throughout your entire life in helping people win at work wd 40 company president ceo garry ridge reveals
how his company has used blanchard s techniques to partner for performance with every employee and achieve unprecedented
levels of employee engagement and commitment ridge introduces wd 40 s performance review system explaining its goals its
features and the cultural changes it required next ridge shares his leadership point of view what he expects of people what they
can expect of him and where his beliefs about leadership and motivation came from finally in part iv ken blanchard explains why
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wd 40 s partnering for performance program works so well and how it can work for you too this book isn t about cheerleading it s
about transforming performance review one step at a time and reaping record breaking results

Fifty Famous People; A Book of Short Stories 2009
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Scenario-based Learning 1889
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Trade Circular and Publishers' Bulletin 1893
smith s body of work examines the influence of significant factors such as place memory art tradition social expectation media
religion history and story on personal identity

The Ramayana 2013-08-19
why can some organizations innovate time and again while most cannot you might think the key to innovation is attracting
exceptional creative talent or making the right investments or breaking down organizational silos all of these things may help
but there s only one way to ensure sustained innovation you need to lead it and with a special kind of leadership collective
genius shows you how preeminent leadership scholar linda hill along with former pixar tech wizard greg brandeau mit researcher
emily truelove and being the boss coauthor kent lineback found among leaders a widely shared and mistaken assumption that a
good leader in all other respects would also be an effective leader of innovation the truth is leading innovation takes a distinctive
kind of leadership one that unleashes and harnesses the collective genius of the people in the organization using vivid stories of
individual leaders at companies like volkswagen google ebay and pfizer as well as nonprofits and international government
agencies the authors show how successful leaders of innovation don t create a vision and try to make innovation happen
themselves rather they create and sustain a culture where innovation is allowed to happen again and again an environment
where people are both willing and able to do the hard work that innovative problem solving requires collective genius will not
only inspire you it will give you the concrete practical guidance you need to build innovation into the fabric of your business

Improve Your Career Performance (Collection) 2018-02-20
the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news

Short Stories for Short People 1888
東京近郊の小さな古道具屋でアルバイトをする わたし ダメ男感漂う店主 中野さん きりっと女っぷりのいい姉マサヨさん わたしと恋仲であるようなないような むっつり屋のタケオ どこかあやしい常連たち 不器用でスケール小さく けれ
ど懐の深い人々と なつかしくもチープな品々 中野商店を舞台に繰り広げられるなんともじれったい恋と世代をこえた友情を描く傑作長編

Aunt Hesba's Charge 1875
the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news

Cheerful Sundays. Stories, Parables and Poems for Children. With ...
Illustrations 2015-08-12

Short Stories for Short People 1898

Child-garden of Story, Song and Play 2014

"I Have Been So Many People" 2014-05-13
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Collective Genius 1919

Popular Mechanics Magazine 1883

Young England 2008-04-14

Jet 2008-03-01

古道具中野商店 1894

The People of the Mist 2007

Telling Our Stories 2008-04-14
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